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Filter Design Needs

Lowpass at 2 kHz with  Hz
Test the filter with white noise

Interpolation Lowpass at 4 kHz with  Hz
Test the filter with white noise

Bandpass Over [24000,28000] Hz with  Hz
Test the filter with white noise

Decimation Lowpass at 4 kHz with  Hz
Test the filter with white noise

Setting Time Index Arrays for Multirate

To get started consider examples found in: fir_design_helper from GitHub Pages and 
multirate_helper from GitHub Pages.

Filter Design Needs
The complete transmitter and receiver design requires four different filter types, and one of 
the filters needs to be tunable. Refer to the project reader block diagrams with overlay notes 
below.

The Weaver modulator requires two filters: (1) The lowpass at  with 
 Hz and (2) the interpolation filter that requires  with 
 Hz

At the demodulator two filters are again needed: (4) A bandpass filter to select the 
desired SSB channel of nominal bandwidth  Hz, and appropriate  with 

 Hz and (3) the decimation filter that also serves as the lowpass filter in the 
coherent demodulator that requires bandwidth  Hz with  Hz
Also, filters 2 and 3 once design are integrated into another DSP component. An 
interpolator and a decimator respectively

The tunable filter is the bandpass filter which must be designed specific for the carrier 
frequency/channel you want to receive.
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Lowpass at 2 kHz with  Hz  

For more details see: iir_design_helper from GitHub Pages
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Test the filter with white noise  

Pass a random signal with flat power spectral density through a filter and the output will take 
on the shape of the filter, i.e., , where .

# Elliptic IIR Lowpass
# Here I set the passband and stopband critical frequencies relative to a 
ideal 2 KHz bandwidth
fc_2k = 2000
Df_2k = 50
b_lp1,a_lp1,sos_lp1 = iir_d.IIR_lpf(fc_2k-
Df_2k,fc_2k+Df_2k,0.5,80,8000.,'ellip')
mrh_lp = mrh.multirate_IIR(sos_lp1)

IIR ellip order = 11.
IIR filter order = 11

mrh_lp.freq_resp('db',8000)
ylim([-100,2])
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Interpolation Lowpass at 4 kHz with  Hz  

For more details see: multirate_helper from GitHub Pages

x = randn(100000)
y = mrh_lp.filter(x)
Px,f = ss.my_psd(x,Fs=8000)
Py,f = ss.my_psd(y,Fs=8000)
plot(f,10*log10(Px))
plot(f,10*log10(Py))
ylim([-140,-30])
title(r'White Noise: With/Without 2kHz LPF')
xlabel(r'Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel(r'Spectral Density (dB)')
legend((r'Input',r'Output'),loc='best')
grid();
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Test the filter with white noise  

# Design the filter core for an interpolator used in changing the 
# sampling rate from 8000 Hz to 96000 Hz
fc_4k = 4000
Df_4k = 300
b_up, a_up, sos_up = iir_d.IIR_lpf(fc_4k-
Df_4k,fc_4k+Df_4k,0.5,60,96000,'cheby1')
# Create the multirate object
mrh_up = mrh.multirate_IIR(sos_up)
mrh_up.freq_resp('dB',96000)
title(r'Interpolation Filter Frequency Response - Magnitude');

IIR cheby1 order = 16.
IIR filter order = 16

x = randn(100000)
xf = mrh_lp.filter(x) # LPF white noise to 2kHz relative to fs=8ksps
y = ss.upsample(xf,12) # This used only to see what happens without the 
LPF
z = mrh_up.up(xf,12) # Use this in your code
Py,f = ss.my_psd(y*12,Fs=96000) # include a gain scale of 12 
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Since  there are 12 total images on the interval , so on the 
interval  there are just 6 images

Bandpass Over [24000,28000] Hz with  Hz  

For more details see: iir_design_helper from GitHub Pages

Pz,f = ss.my_psd(z,Fs=96000)
plot(f,10*log10(Py))
plot(f,10*log10(Pz))
plot([4000,4000],[-100,-35],'r--')
ylim([-100,-30])
title(r'Upsample 2 kHz BW Noise by $L=12$: With/Without Interp LPF')
xlabel(r'Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel(r'Spectral Density (dB)')
legend((r'Output Upsampled only',r'Output Interpolated',
        r'4 kHz marker'),loc='best')
grid();

# Choose a parameterization to describe the bandpass filter passband
# and stopband critical frequencies to plug into the function 
# signature:
# iir_d.IIR_bpf(
#     f_stop1,
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Place the design in a multirate object for ease in filtering signals

#     f_pass1,
#     f_pass2,
#     f_stop2,
#     Ripple_pass,
#     Atten_stop,
#     fs=1.0,
#     ftype='butter',
# )
# You will have to figure out a nice way to do this for the project
b_rec_bpf2,a_rec_bpf2,sos_rec_bpf2 = 
iir_d.IIR_bpf(23000,24000,28000,29000,
                                                   0.5,70,96000,'ellip')
with np.errstate(divide='ignore'):
    iir_d.freqz_resp_cas_list([sos_rec_bpf2],mode='dB',fs=96000)
ylim([-80, 5])
grid();

IIR ellip order = 14.

mrh_bpf = mrh.multirate_IIR(sos_rec_bpf2)
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Test the filter with white noise  

Decimation Lowpass at 4 kHz with  Hz  

For more details see: multirate_helper from GitHub Pages

IIR filter order = 13

x = randn(100000)
y = mrh_bpf.filter(x)
Px,f = ss.my_psd(x,Fs=96000)
Py,f = ss.my_psd(y,Fs=96000)
plot(f,10*log10(Px))
plot(f,10*log10(Py))
ylim([-140,-40])
title(r'White Noise: With/Without Receiver BPF')
xlabel(r'Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel(r'Spectrtal Density (dB)')
legend((r'Input',r'Output'),loc='best')
grid();
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Test the filter with white noise  

# Design the filter core for a decimator used in changing the 
# sampling rate from 96000 Hz to 8000 Hz
fc_4k = 4000
Df_4k = 300
b_dn, a_dn, sos_dn = iir_d.IIR_lpf(fc_4k-
Df_4k,fc_4k+Df_4k,0.5,60,96000,'cheby1')
# Create the multirate object
mrh_dn = mrh.multirate_IIR(sos_dn)
mrh_up.freq_resp('dB',96000)
ylim([-80, 5])
title(r'Decimation Filter Frequency Response - Magnitude');

IIR cheby1 order = 16.
IIR filter order = 16
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Note in the above plot the blue trace is above the orange trace because with the 
lowpass filter before the downsample  operation the spectrum aliases(folds) on top of 
the desired [0, 4000] Hz spectrum
The calculation below shows the rise in PSD due to the spectrum aliasing

x = randn(1000000)
y = ss.downsample(x,12)
z = mrh_dn.dn(x,12)
Py,f = ss.my_psd(y,Fs=8000)
Pz,f = ss.my_psd(z,Fs=8000)
plot(f,10*log10(Py))
plot(f,10*log10(Pz))
ylim([-120,-20])
title(r'Downsample Noise by $L=12$: With/Without Decimate LPF')
xlabel(r'Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel(r'Spectrtal Density (dB)')
legend((r'Output Downsampled Only',r'Output Decimated'),loc='best')
grid();

10*log10(12)

10.791812460476249
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Setting Time Index Arrays for Multirate  
You will need time index arrays inside inside the functions you write. These can be generated 
from the signal arrays.

...

# Suppose signal x is passed in at 8000 Hz:
n8 = arange(len(x))

...

# Suppose the rate is changed via interpolation to 96000 and stored in 
x_up
n96 = arange(len(x_up))

...
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